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. Abstract

‘I&is  paper extends and tiproves a construction method for macro labour market Bows

developed by Broersma  and Den  Butter (1994). We use~*adm.inistrative  data to derhe  a set of

worker and job flows at the macro level  for the Dutch  economy for the period X .  970-1995  and

pay special atiention  to different social  security provisions (welfare, mernp~oyment  insmce,

occupational  &sabiMy  provisions and (early) rettiement).  Contrary to the discrete the

approacfa  taken by Davis, Haltiwanger  and Schuh  (1996) our corh~~.~ous  time approach to

labour  nmket  flows takes tnto account ali  flows  of workers and jobs imt  a consistent way and

we cover the entire  economy. It is argued that labour  market dynamics in The Netherlands

have increased since the recession in  the beginning of the 1980’s.  This is mainXy  due to

increased job to job movements and higher inflow  into employment Tom  non-participation

and unemployed  entitled  to tmempXoyment  insmmce  provisions.



Up to now exq%ricd  analysis of labur mket  flows has been conducted mainly  on the basis of

panel data sets. Bruersma  and Den Butter (BDB, 1994)  developed a method to use macro data

for fliow  analysis for The Netherlands. This paper extends and impruves  that consiste~~t  data set

of axxx&  tie  s&es for labour market flows for the period  f 970-l  995. In addition we

incorporate social security into the analysis of worker flows and job flows. In the traditiur&

analysis of labour markets there is a lot  of attation  for the impact that social sectity,

especially unemployment  provisions2 has on the Iabom  market (see for The Netherh.n&

Vijlbtief,  1992). lh the flow approach social sectity  has not been an important part  of the

aflaiysis so far. Chr specification of a system of worker and job flows gives a comprehensive

picture of labour market dynamics in The Netherlands  and pruvides  some insight in the role  of

several sohal  security provisions.

Many  &u&es on flows of jobs and workers are based on panel data (e.g. Davis, Haltiwmger

and Sch-uh  (1996) for the  US; Aibaek  and Sorensen (1995) for Denmark, Broersma  and

Chwtkx  (1997)  for The Netherlands, IConings  (1995) for the UK and Konirgs,  I,,,eti and

Schaffer (1996) for Poland). These panel-data studies face a number of data-problems. Job

creation  and destzxztion  is mostly measured in a discrete time way, folBuwir.g  Datis,

Haltiwanger  acid  Schplh (IRIS, 1996). They measure job creation  as the dif%erence  htween  the

number of new jobs in opening establishments plus  the number of new jobs in expanding

estabhhments  between time t ad t-U.  Job destruction is measured as the d33erence  betweer~

the number of eliminated jobs h contracting establishments arpd tbe nmber  of elimhated

jobs -in closixg  establishments between time t and t-+1.  Depending  on the frequency  used,

axmd (Bruersma  and C&tier)  or quarterly (DEB), t&s underestimates the  job fiuws  as job

creation and destruction at the plant  fevef that is revised witi the sampXe  period can not be

captured. Funthermoxe,  most of the studies on job flows in the DHS tradition cover only one

sector of the economy, mostly  ma32ufacturi.n~.Q In most of the studies it is assumed that this

sector resembles the whole economy3  but this is obviously  a strong assumption.
.

As DHS indicate, omitthg job muvers  is an important missing piece h their story (1996:

149). A consequence is that they are not abfe to analyse vacancy chains, a process in whch  a

person muving from  one job directly to an other induces a “chain of vacancies’ lin which a



numkr  of people switch jobs. Through the vacancy chain macroeconomic labour  market

cunditiom  idhence  labuur  market dynamics observed at the micro level, Increasing labour

supply  for example  reduces the number of hires f%orn employment. This shortens the vacancy

chain and therefore overall  hires wiXI.  be lower (Schettka& I996b).

Some pane1 data studies (such as the one by DHS) do not observe the flow of workers who

quit and leave the labom  force or unemployed who stop searching. Therefore these s&dies  are

not able to investigate the cycXical&y of job movements  directly. DHS ffnd  an a-cyctical or

rnilday pro-cycI,ical rnovernent  of toti worker reallocation as weli as a tigbly counter-cyclical

pattern of job reahucatiuq which is a part of wurker  reahocation  Combined with the

suggestion that quits to non-participation are a-cyclical they infer  that ‘employment-tu-

employment q&s’ are highly pro-cyclical. Ahhough tis  is pIausibfe,  it can not be observed

directly.

Worker flows have also been investigated ushg  panel  data. Bfanchard  and Dimund  (1990)

measure transitions between Empioyrnent,  Nun-par&ipation and ‘UnempXuyrnent  by following

&lividua.ls  in adjacent months and tracing changes in Iabuur  market status. These panels face

meas~ement problems, such as hsclassification of labour  market status- It is difficuh  tu

elistinguish  between unempiuyed  workers and workers out of the Fabuur force. Furthermore

the measxxrements of worker flows obtained in this way are difficult to match with the

measures of job creation and destruction based on the DHS rnethod.

The system of worker and job fiows  that we use in this paper is different from  the pane1 data

studies on labuur  market flows in a nmber  of ways. 0~ flows  of workers and jobs are based

on published data from  the Council for Supervision of Social Insurances (CTSV,  1996a).

These data are based on administrative somces  that regjster  the social security  transactions of

almost  al Dutch citizens. We can differ f?orn  a number of the ftitations  that the pane1  data

studies face.

Our flows  of workers and jobs are continuously measured so the xime  interval of the sample

period dues not matter. IIn the DEE3 study, which uses panel data with a 3 months  t&e

interval, consecutive job destrnctiun  and job creation within a period of 3 months is not

captinred, The same applies to pane1  data studied by Gautier,  with a time interval of one year.
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fn our approach we are able to  avoid this pmblem.. FUT exatnple,  in case of UnemgXuyment we

observe every flow  iflr;to mmployrnent  if the person receives unen@uyment imiqmsation.

Therefore there are no compensatig  flows, as these are in the discrete time methud,  md as a

restit  ah worker and job flows are taken into account (see Schettkaq  1996a).

Rows of workers md jobs are calctiated  at the macro level &stead of the sectur  level, so UIJ.T

approach covers the whole economy. The sector specific panel data s&dies  might  give an

incomplete impression of Iabuw market dyrmnics  if there are differences in job and worker

flows amung  sectors of industr);.  For the Dutch case Broersma  and Gather  (1997) calctiated

that in the periud  1979-93 the average amml  number of created and destructed j&s  was 15 %

of total employment, whereas fur the same sample period we found  a much higher anmA job

turnover rate of 26 %.

A.nuther advantage of out:  approach is that it includes job to job rnuvemenfs  in a consistent

way so we are able tu am&se  vacancy chains. We link worker flows  tot  job flows  in a

consistent way and we avoid my misclassification because we use ad.xGstrative  data instead

of panel data based on questionnaires.

Our method also has a disadvantage compared to the panel data appruach.  In the latter

approach at least a part of job creation and destmctiun  is observed directly. In OUT  system we

observe worker flows directly, but we do nut observe all job flows. We use time  series fom

prixmxry  suux%es  to set UP the system of 1abuu.r  market flows. From the relatiunsti~s  that are

implied  by the accosting  system we are able tu derive a mmber of other t&e  series.

Huwever,  we have to make a nmber  of assmptions  to close the system because not enotq&

time series are available &om primary sources.  The most important assuEnptio11s  are

concerned with the a.mou~f ufjub destmction  cawed by separations. We base our  assutn#ons

on stPldies  and surveys at the micro level.

In the next paragraph we will give an overview of the job and worker flows that can be

constmcted  using oux  accounting system. IIn the third paragraph we will present the

eonstmctiun  method  of uux flow data in detaiE.  We will elaborate on the assrrmptions  md we

give a sensitivity analysis. The fumth  paragraph contains an analysis of Xabou  mket flows in

The Netherfands  in the period  19704995.  Paragraph five compares OUT  flow  data to other



infurrnation  and s&dies  on fabuur  market flows in ‘Ibe Netherlands and in other countries.

Concluding remahs  are in the fast paragraph. The Appendixes @ve an uvetiew  of the entie

system of labour market flows  (I), provide infurmat5un  on the smrces  and defbitiuns of the

data (H),  elabumte  on the accomtbg  system (m>,  give descriptive statistics of all wurker  and

job flows (IV) md pruvide  -gmphs  OR flow and dmtiun  characteristics of the Dach  Habuur

market (V). Thro~@~~ti  the paper all flows  are on an a.n.11~1  basis and repurted  in thuusands,

unless bdicated else.

2, Flows of Jobs and Workers

Based on the system of labueu market flow devebped by BDB we distinguish fou  stucks  in

our system of la&m  market fiuws:  Employed ( E )>  Unemployed ( U ), people u&side  the

labour  force or NOXI-par&ipants ( N ) and Vacancies (V ). Figme  H  shows these stucks and 27

relevant flows incfuded  in ow natiunal  accounting  system of labour market flows. The Rows are

indicated by the genera l  syrnbul  F$? which denotes tie fsow fsom x to y

( x, y = CT,, cfi  ,E,  Pi,, iV’&  with, when relevant z = j in case of newly created jobs and

z = v in case of jobs for which  a vacancy existed.

The set of tkne series includes the most important  social security  beneiits’.  Unempbyment is

decked  as the sum uf unemployed who receive unemployment insurance payments U,

(~~~TW~‘)  and t&e number  of unemployed who receive welfare  U, (“RWW’),

U=U,+U,. Welfare  applies to unempfoyed  who are nut entitled to unemployment

insurance payments.
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Non-participation includes everyune  above  age 14  who is nu part of the labour force and is

defined as the sum of disabled workers N, (’WA@) and other non-pticipants  IV03

Iv = N, i N, I Nun-participants not being uccupatiunal  disabled include people on

retirement (‘AOW’)  and early retirement (VUT’),  students, people on so&I assistance

(‘ABW’)  and those  who work at hume.  Social assistance applies to nun-participants who are

nu part of the Iabuur  market and have nu other resources TV live on Iike single mothers with

young children- Due to a lack of data we are not able to include the employee  i,nsmce  fur

tempurary illness (‘ZW’).  However, as soon as (parts of) these data become available,

tempurary illness  provisions can be intruduced  in the fIuw system with  little  effort.

Employment (E ) includes all persons who have a re-dar  job for at least 12 hours  a week,

incMing thuse  whu are tempumry  ill,  and all self empluyed.  Part-time and irreG&ar jobs of less

than 12 hours a week (on average) are nut captured. Alsu unemployed who search fur a jub of

less than 12 hotxrs  a week are not included. In our accounting  system the group of other nun-

participants is a rest category. For the consistency of the system there is no need to have data on

it. Yet it can be set to the wurking  qe population WP  (all people  above  age 14)  minus

emplayed,  unempluyed  and disabled wurkers,  so  N, =Ff?P-E-U-N,.  Our cunstrnctiun

method implies  that every latch citizen abuve ase 14 is allocated to one of the gruups.  Children

under  age 14 are left OUL  It is not possible tu be in more than one grulap at the same time.

&I every period many people change labour market status. Unemployed End jobs, employed

quit or are laid off  or they move out of the Xabum  force and become non-participants. r\rote

that in The Netherlands tempurary layuff s are ra.re2, so  almost all of the separations fiorn

empfuyment  are quits or permanent layuff?s. a4part &urn these movements of workers bemeen

unemplqment,  employment and nun-participation there are also movements with&  these

groups. Unemployed who receive ~emlpfo~rnent  insurance muve  tu welfare if their maximum

eligibility period  expires. All disabled workers who reach retirement age (65 in The

I\ietherlands)  move out  of the disability provisions but of curse  do not enter the labour force.

Some disabled workers never enter the 1abuPlr  force becaerse  they become disabled at an early

age and move to disability provisions r%&? afier they leave school. Table 1 provides afl

worker flows in 1995.
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Table 1 Worker &3ws, 1995

(x 1UUU)

FrU?X
Employ- Unemploy- We&r Uccupational er non- TiU
malt mast e disability participation ilzfbw

2% insurancs:
Empioyment 479 3 4 5 323 3 0 3 2 8 1305
UW.Xkpl5yEMlt

insurance
We&e
0ccupatiuna.I
disability
Uther  nun-
participation

Total outfbw

5 7 9 5 7 9

90 - 13 aoo 2 0 3
7 4 6 80

4 1 X58 8 2 7 4 3 5 5

3173 5 9 3 205 1 1 7 434

Worker Buws  and job sows can be related either through  vaca;ncies or directly. If a non-

parkipant takes up a job fur which  no vacancy existed or he or she starts his own business, a

new job is created (included  in && )-  More in general, all flows indicated by indexi include

jobs of employers, who successf&y sea&ed  using informal chameEs or who did not register

their vacancies or both. These so called  latent  vacancies play an im~rtant role in the labour

market.

X a wurker  leaves a job, in general there are two possibilities. When the empIuyer  creates a

vacancy no new job is created, as the job for which the vacancy is created already  existed, and

hence nu  job Wows occurs ( F$,, VI,  and VI, ). On the other hand, if no vacancy is

created, tie  worker’s job is destroyed. This constitu%es  a job Bow.  Hence, worker fiows  and

job Bows  are related but they are not identical.

Vacancy flows are integrated in our  system of labour market flows. By defkition  employment

infbw  by filling a vacancy leads to an ouaflow  of a vacancy. For example  when an unernpioyed

job searchers f?.nds  a job by filling a vacancy: the vacancy vanishes and it leads to an otiow

tiom  UnempXuymeplt  to employment ( I$&. = VUbE  ). The same appfies  job movers and nun-

participatlts who find a job by filling a vacancy ( IQE = VC& and F”g = VO,,). Some

vacancies are destroyed, fur example because the employee thinks fiUing  the vacancy  is  no



lorqger  beneficial or became  the vacancy is diffictit  to fill ( VOS ). These  scrapped vacancies

are part of job destnztiun.

New vacancies are upened  fur reasons of expansion (‘new  jobs') or fur reasons of substithn

(‘existing j&X’). When the  empluyer  creates a vacancy fur reasons of substitution no new job

is created, as the job fur which the vacancy is created already existed, and hence no job fhws

~CCI.ES. Job creation takes place when a vacancy is created fur a new job ( FT$  ). Table 2

provides  uw estimates ufjub  flows that relate  to vacancies for 1995.

Table 2 Job  flows, 1995

Job muvers
Unemipluyed
Non-participants
Modality
Scrapped
New iubs

3 1 2 182 130
6 178 - 1 7 2

2 9 136 407
7 7

16 46
172 172

3.  Coustruction  of the Fbw  System

3.1 Worker  Faows

Ihn the w-c&g  process we will fieqUentiy use a very simple accosting  nAe which says that

the net change  in a stock (S ) equats inflow  minrus  outauw ( &S = SX - SO), all measured over  a

certain periud.  From  this simple tie  it follows  &at inflow can be calculated as the sum of net

change and uu-uw ($I= AS + SO) and that u~fIuw can be cahlated  as inflow  IX&I=  net

change ( SU = S1-  AS). .4s  nut all the stocks and flows  are available &urn published sotuces,

we will  use sume of the assumptions made by BDB and we will have to make sume additional

akxmptions. In the rest of this paragraph we wiff first devefop  the system of worker flows  and

later inchde jobs. In the Xast section we present a sensitivity analysis of the ass~ptiuns.



The stocks depicted in F@re  1 in the previous paragraph are all availa&  froxll  pubXished

sources:

E : Employment PI

U, : Welfare (unemployment assisbnce) PI

.tV, : Occupational disability PI

NO  : Nun-participation (out of the labour  force) PI

If a worker becomes unemployed his labour ma&et status changes. However a worker Bow

can also occur without a chmge in labour market status. We distinct futx such flows: two

within non-participation aflcf one within unemployment and employment. From primary

sources are available:

FEE : jd34novers E61

Fu,uw  : from  unemployment insmce  to weffare

FN*N* : fi~um  out of the labmu force to occupational disability

Unemployed are entitled to unemployment insumnce  payments for a limited period. Ifthey are

still  unemployed after their right to insurance payments has expired, they receive welfare

( I$rIv,  ). FE,” represents workers with a regular job who move directly to a diffhent job Cjob

movers). Within non-pahcipation we observe the flow ~&urn  N, into the group  of disabled

workers ( F+VOhyD ). ?Xs  flow  consists xlzostly  of early disabled workers. The second flow

within noqmticipation,  Tom occupational disability to other non-participation ( FLVD4,,  ), can

only partly  be observed md w+lZ  be constructed later using an assumption. Data on the

fullowing  flows  between unempfoyme@  employment and non-participation are available

,from  prixmy sources:

FEu,,, : from  employment to unemployment inszmrance PI

E&r*  : from  employment  to non-participation



FEyD  : fhm  emplqment  to ucc~pationaf  disability

FuiE  : froryr  unempluyment  insurance to employment

FItli‘ro  : tium unemployment  insurance  to non-participation El 13

It turns out that must information is available on employment outflow (to unempiuyment

insurance,  occupationat  disability and other non-participation) and tie flow otrt  of

nnempluyment  insuraxhce  provisions (to employment and nun-participation). The asstzrnptions

are mostly concerned with the outflow out of occugational  disability, flows in and out  of

welfare and vacancy inBow  that occurs when a wurker  leaves employment and the jub is nut

destroyed.

We start the cunstrnctiun  of our time series by making assnmptiuns  with respect to the

outflow  of occupational disabled- The assumptions  are based on flow data that are available

from  primary sources  and on sctttered  information  from previous tidies and surveys.  From

primaxy  sources we observe the toti outflow  out  of occupational  disability md we c’rstxf

disting~&h  disabled wurkers  who  die, retire or recover tium their disability. Thuse  who retire

obviously gu tium uccqatiunal  disability to other non-participation (denoted as ND~65-+I), but

for those who recuver  fdom  their disability (denoted as ND~-~q~ ) we do nut knuw whether

they find a job, become uflemployed  and go to welfae  or leave the labour forcej. h a recent

study by the ColnnciX  fur Supervision of Social Insurances (CTSV, 1996b)  it was found that

one year afier a re-examination of disabled wurkers had indicated a decreasing level of

occupational disability, 73 % of these wurkers did nut pick up wurking or increased the

nmber  of hours  worked. One half of these people received some other social benefit, the

other half did nut and obviously left the labour  force. For those  who received sume other

benefTt  the same applied  or they became unemployed and received welfare. Therefore we

assume that those who did not receive a benefit (73 % x 0.5 = 36.5 %) plus half of those who

did receive a benefit (73 % x 0.5 x 0.5 = 15.25 %) left the labuur  force (36.5 % + 18.25  % 2

.



55 Oh).  The other  half of &use  who received a benefit one  year afkr  recovering are assumed tu

be unemployed (73 % x 0.5 x 0.5  z 20  %),

[A-2]

these two assmptiuns  can also be supported by scattered inkumatiun form  the IPS,  the

Income  Panel Survey (CES,  1996,  Table 59). For t&e year 1989  there is scattered data on tie

transitions b&ween  income  gruups.  6 % of those who received uccrrpatiunal  disability

payments  received 110 income a year later or they received pension payments or welfkre. This

amounts to 50.7 thousand  persons, which is close to the flow from occupational  disabkd to

non-participation of 49.9 thomd that we find for the same year based on assuxlfpfiun [A-l].

The IPS reports fur ‘6989  that 8.4 thuxzsand persons moved &urn occupatiunal  disabi&y  to

welfme, measured in terms of income tmmfers.  Using assumption [A-2] we fk~d  a flow  of 5.7

th5usand  persons.

We can ROW derive the flow of ocrcupationaf disabled WIN  find  a job. Because OI,&OW  eq&s

inrffows  mirms net change we calculate the flow out  of occupational disability to emplqment

by deducting the net change in the  nmber  of occupational disabled Tom  the tutal &flow  and

then correcting for the other  flows out of occupational dkabifity

We nuw txxn to tie other categury  fur which we have to make asslamptium,  the Rows in ancl!

out of weifaxe. Concerning  i.&ow  into welfitre form nun-participants, BDB report that only

for scattered years in the 19803  some information on the flow of schuol-leavers  into

unemployment is available, which a.muu;nt  to some 60  to 70  % of the school-leavers. We

follow BDB, who n5te  tiat  in the 1980’s  employment changes were tiavcmrable,  and assume

that over the entire sample on average 50  % of the total xlurnber of school-leavers does nut

find a job right  after they graduated and therefore receive unemployment welfrue,
l



Unemployed are no longer  entitled  to weIf&.re  if they find a job or if they cease to be part of

they Iabow force, i.e. they become non-participants. N5ne  of these flows  5’Lff  of we.lfme is

available fi51-n  primary sources. H5wever,  because we cm calculate the t5tal  infl5w  into

welfare fkorn  assumption A-2, A-3 and tie inflow into  welfme  &urn unemployment insmce

[7], the total outflow out of welfare can be determ-ined by G&,-U = U, i! - AU, . This gives US

a starting  point for deriving the separate flows opt  of welfare as 2;‘,0  = FGPE t FGWLVC  . We

make  an assumption on the Bow from welfme  to non-pticipation  (the reverse flow of

assumption A-3) so we can derive the inflow  i&5 ernpluyInent  fiorn  welfare. We base our

assullxptiu~  on a recent survey from the Dutch Minktry ofSu&t.l  Af%irs  and ErnpHoyment

(1994),  which  gives surne  scattered i.r&urmation  on the flows of unemployed  OX&  of wel&re

( C&D).  It appeared &at in 1990,61.5  % of those who left welfare found a regukx  job, 5 %

fomd an add&or& job and 33.5 % feR  weffare because of other reasons, e.g. people  who

marry  and are 135 longer entitled t5 welf&re  or unemployed who reach retirement age. We do

n5t  consider additional jobs and therefore assume that 40  % of the total outflow out  of welfare

enters non-garticipatiun,

This enables US to derive the inflow into employment &urn welfare,

t1 15

So far we constructed all flows  depicted in Figure 1 except for one: the inflow into the labour

market of non-parWpants who find a job, e.,.0 wornen  re-entering the labour  market. We

obtain this flow  by subtracting the  flow of occupational disabled who Grid  a job from the total

flow from non-participation to ernpfo~ment,

where EI  = EU + AE  = Fzu,  + I;Eh;;,  + F,&,+,  + FsLsf  + AE  , with  FE&%, representisdg  worker,

rnotiity.  ?&is completes the  constmction  of the worker flows.



We will intrdm  a nmber of definitions concetig  labour market dynamics, that will  be of

use when discussing flows of j&s  in the next  section. The labour  force consists of the  sum of

emphyed and unemployed.,

L=Eiu,iU~ Em

We distinct workers who quit and workers who get ftid  off. Some  separations take piace

because wurkers  do no longer want to be in the labour force arc,  in case of occupational

disability,  are no fonger  able to be in t%ze  labour  force or they  found themselves a diEerent  job,

These workers qtit their:  jobs (Q). 0x1  the  other xland,  there  are workers who got  laid off  and

becume  unemployed  (LO), so we de&e

Separations ( S )is defined as the sum  of quits and laid off workers and l&es  ( H)  is simply the

sum ofjob movers and the  inflow  into empfoyment,

S=Q+.LO=EUiFz~ K 012

H= EIiF,, E 112

Labour turnover  ( LT) is deGned  a the sum  of hires (new contracts) and separations (quits and

layof%) (see Schettkat,  I996a)j,

[2 I2



ln the above section we described worker flows. Here we ~31 use these Bows to d&e&e

job creation, job destruction and vacancy flows. The nmber  of vacancies (Y ) and the total

inflow of vacancies (VI ) are knuw f&31  published Sources,

V : number  of vacancies t2  13

VI : inflow of vacancies

The number  ofjobs equals  the  sum of all emghyed and the number of vacsmcies,

WI

J=E+V I? 15

Follotig BDI3 we will make  use of two sets of defh.ition  equations in the comm&un  of the

vacancy BOWS. The first relates to the fact that a person, be it a job mover3  unenpluyed or

non-participant., can End a job by filling a vacancy (e.g. FGE) or by applying for a non

existing job and filling a latent  vacancy (e.g. FT’& ). In the  former case no new job is created

and iar  the  later case there  is. We use the  following defhition equations:

E 812

The flows  from unemghyment and nun-participation to exnployment  in [27] and [28] actually

consists of two Bows each, welf&re  and urrernpfoyment  ixwx-ance and ocmpatkmal  &sabi&y

and other non-participation, but we combine these fiows  to simplify the  matter. The first tern

in the employment inflow  definitions above  concern unemployed,  non-participants and job

movers who fill a vacancy. By definition this is liked with  the ou-ow of vacamies  with

respect to these gruups.
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So we define

VOEx  = F;’

VtJbE  = F;;

The sum of these three flows de&es the total Bow of filled vacancies,

f1291

E 013

EN

E I32

The totd outflow of vacancies ( VO ) consists of filled vacancies(  VC+  )and  scrapped vacancies

(VOJ We can calculate this total outflow because total inflow of vacancies and tie mzmber

of vacancies are availabie  tium  primary sowces,

VO=VI-AV=Vi2s+VC?f EW

According to survey i.nf5rmation  from the USA (1988)  40  % of the vacancies are diffictit  to

fill. We follow  BIN3 and assllme &at every year 75 % of these vacancies are scrapped (40  % x

75 % = 30  %>,

vos = 0*3u*v [A-5]

The nmber  of filled vacancies can easily be calculated as VQ - f/z>, .

In our system of worker flows  we distinguish job searchers GIGng a vaca;racy  and job searchers

who take up a job fur which no vacancy existed, in which case employment inBow  is

accompanied by job creation. As there is no inform&ion  on the relative  weight of these two

types of employment inflow, we have to make asstunpttions  on one of t&em.  We assxxmed  that

the inflow  into employment when no vacancy is filled,  is a &action of the total flow into

empbyment. This fraction 6 is the share of total hires which do not  lead to an otiow  of

vacancies in a particular year, 5 = JH-VUfj/H.\ /

.



The assumed job creating  fluws  into erng~lo~~~~ent are:

kw

This asst.mptiun  is mure  sophisticated than the other assu.mptions  in the accumting system

because we do not use a fixed proportion of total employment inflow. Instead the fi-actiun

depends on specific labour market conditions in every year, namely the yearly rnmber of

latent vacancies that is filled. The assumptions imply that if the number  of hires increases b&

the number of Eifled  vacancies dues not, then there wiXI be more hiring wi&out  filling a

vacancy. The assumption is also robust because only  time series obtaked fkom primary

sources are included.

Using these assmptions  and deftitiun

employment due to filXing  a vacancy.

respectSve vacancy 0tiBows.

Finally we have to Cal&ate tie vacancy inflow. Frum  primary suurees  udy the total vacancy

equations  [263-[28]  we can calculate the flows  into

These flows, by dei5n.ition.s [29]-[3X’),  equal their

in&w  is available, but it is unknown which part of that inflow arises due to separaziuns.

Therefore we have to make three more assumptions  linking the worker  flows out  of

employment to their respective vacancy inflow  and we have to make an asssfMxptiun  for the

vacancies that arise due to workers who die. From survey information Tom the OSA (1994) it

appears that if a worker muves to a diEerent  job to replace a colfea,oue  who left  the

organisation, in 66 % of the cases the vacant position wiff be filled. This gives us sume

indication on the amumt  of vacancy inflow  in case of job mobility. We assume that 65 % of

the jobs of workers who move to a different employer will nut be destroyed,

VI, = U-65*  FEE

Gr&u&mateIy we are not aware of any scattered information that coufd  help us to link vacancy

i&low  to worker flows  in case of quits to non-participation, layoffs or when a wurker  dies.

We assume that this share will.  be very low in case of a layoff, because in The Netherlands

firing-and-hiring is not allowed. Vacancy inflow generated by workers who leave the labow:



force due to occupationa  disability is likely to be lower than vacancy inflow  due to jub

rnuvements  because in The Netherhds  there is a fut  of hidden unempfuymmt  amung

occupational disabled (l!-Iassink,  Van Ours and Ridder, 1997). We assume that

[A-l ‘11

where FEW actually cunsists  of twu flows, namely  empluyment  outflow  tu occupational

disabitity  and other  nun-participatiun,  but we combine these two flows  to  simplify nutatiun.

Fur&ermure  we assume that

= &25*  FEM ,

where FEM = cm5 * E $ su VI,,, = 0.0125G.  Total vacancy

new jobs, demted as P’$  ? and the uw of vacancies due

[A-12]

inflow cunsists  of vacancies fur

to separations, according tu the

alive assumptions. ‘I&e hfluw  of vacancies which is a pati ufjob creation can now easily be

calculated,

WI

Using the flows  of workers md vacancies developed in this  paragraph we are able to cunstruct

time series ufjub  creation  and destruction. Job creation consists of tires fur w%.k’fi no vacancy

existed, inchdkg  people why start their  own business. Filling a vacancy fur a job therefore

dues nut create a jub, this already  took place  when the vacancy was created, bti  it destroys a

vamxy. Jub  creatim  aku consists of newly created vacancies. Huwever  new jobs and new

vacancies are nut the same. Part of the vacancy inflow is due to the fact that workers qtit their

job or gut faid uE, wh2e  the job itself  was nut destroyed. Obviously this type of vacancy

inflow  does nut cmcern  job creation. Job creation  is decked as

job destmctiun  cuxfsists  of twu components- The f5rst  is vacancies which are scrapped before

they were fUed ( VOs ). The second part of job destruction is caused by workers whu left  tfieir

job  because they were laid-off ur because they quit their job. However, sometimes these



separations generate a new vacancy, in which case the job will be preserved- The same applies

to workers who die ( FEM ). We define job destruction as

ff) = VUs  + (FEE - V&l +(FEc. -VI,, )+ (F,, - VI&) -I-  (Fzu - VI,) [363

Job  turnover (JT) is simply the sum of job creation and job destruction: J’T = JC + JD .

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In construc~g  our data set we have used a number  of assumptions in order to close our

accounting system. Above we indicated that results  form microeconomic  studies and surveys

were a major selection criterion for the assmptions. Another impor&mt criterion is that,

because of the accutmting  character of the flow system, the consrra;lctjon  may not yield

negative va.Iues. It turns  out that in general the effects of chaq$ng  the assumptions are rather

small, so the system of labour  market flows seems not to be very sensitive in the assumptions.

We will consider  seven alternatives and see how they effect the major indicators of labour

market dymnics  (see Table  3). Our  sensitivixy  analysis partly covers the one BDB did on

their system of labour market flows, which allows us to imestigate  whether our construction

of labour  market flows is less sensitive to the assumptions than the Mework  of BD3. We

elaborate on tis  in Appendix III.

I. In the fist alternative we assume that only  a f&&on of occupational disabled who recover

goes to unemployment (5 %) and that the majority leaves the labour  force (90  %). It tuxs out

that changing assumption A-J. and A-2 has no siGgxGficant effect on the worker flows and other

labour market indicators. We also considered alternatives where only  35 5%  of those who

recover leave the labour furce, with about the same results.

2. Here we change our third assumption and assume that ali students who leave school

&come  unemployed, &stead of 50  %. As a result  unemployment flows increase and therefore

unemployment duration is lower.
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Sensitivity analysis fur the assumptions

(restits  x 1000)

131

5 1 3
4 7 7
2 2 3
6 9 8
4 7 5
6 6 8

1 3 6 6
2152

5.0 5-O 5.0 5.0 5-U
46.4 46.8 36.4 46.4 46.4

6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2
3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2

130

5 1 3
4 7 7
2 2 3
6 9 8
4 7 5
6 6 8

1 3 6 6
2152

’ 562
5 3 6
180
199
161

4 1 8
1 6 4
189

4 4 4
4 1 8
103
160

155 124

5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3
4 7 7 4 7 7 4 7 7
2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3
6 9 8 6 9 8 6 9 8
4 7 5 4 7 5 4 7 5
6 6 8 6 6 8 6 6 8

1366 1366 1 3 6 6
2152 2 1 5 2 2 1 5 2

4 1 8
110
157
133

5 1 3
4 7 7
2 2 3
706
4 8 4
6 7 6

1383
2 1 5 2

5.0
46.4
6.2
--q3.L

418
1X0
26X

444
4 1 8
1x0
159

29 131

513 5 1 3
4 7 7 477
2 2 3 1 5 4
3 3 4 6 3 0
111 4 7 5
6 6 8 5 9 9

XI02 1229
2 1 5 2 2152

5.0 5.0
46.4 46.4

6.2 6-Z
3.2 4.5

3. 0~ fourth  assuxnpttiun relates to unemployed workers who leave the labour force. Under

~~unzption  [A-4]  40  % of the workers  who fefi  welfare was assumed to leave e labuw

market. As an alternative we

i.ndicators of labwr  market

empbyrnent,  remain the same.

assume here that only  10  % feaves tie kabur  market. Ail

dynamics, except for the flow f&m  unerapioyxnent  to

4. Here we assume that the share of workers that leave welfare and leave the labour  force in

average the share of brig term unempjloyment  equals the share we assume in our  basic

version, 40  %. Again, none  of tie indicators listed in Table I is affected by this assumption,

except for some &or  changes  in the flow  from unempfodyment to employment.
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5. In the basis projection we assumed that 30 96 of ail vacancies was scrapped in a year. Here

we assume  that 40  % is scrapped, i.e. all. vacancies that are difficult to CH,  This change has

very small effects on the number of workers that find a job and on job destmction  and job

creation.

6. In this alternative most jobs are filled via a vacancy (5 = OM in every year). In the basic

version cm average abuut 40  % of the jobs were filled via a vacancy. Naturally more jobs are

occupied via a vacancy. Job creation falls significantly  due to the fact that fess people take up

a job for which no vacancy  existed.

7. Under this alternative assumption 50  % of the separations due to workers who leave the

labour  force generates a vacancy, igstead of 25  %. Furthermore 70  instead of 65 % of the jub-

muvers  leaves a vacancy behind, which can be refilled. The vacancy chain index rises because

n-me jub movers leave a vacancy behind. For the same reason job destructiun  is lower. Job

creation is also lower. This  is due tu a lower value for the inflow  of vacancies fur new jobs

( Vlj). In fac& in some years this assumption causes negative values fur ~~j:  so  our flow.

system is quite sensitive to changes in these assumptions.

Ernpfqment  influw, -outflow and labour  turnover is not affected by any of the assm+ions

because these flows are cunstructed  using primary sources only. Unempluyment  flows, job

destruction and the inflsw of vacancies for new jobs are not very sensitive to the assumptions.

It is possible &at there are large changes in flows  that underlie the aggregate flows  presented

iz~ Table 3, but apparently these are compensated sumewhere  else k tie accounting system. It

turns out that the most cmcial assumptions  are those on the extent to which a vacancy arises in

case of separatims  tu unemployment>  non-partkipation (incfrrding  occupational disability)

and job mubihty.



Table 4 Composition of worker and job flows

Ptiq  source
Assulnptiorl  A-6

Prim  sowce
Primary sowce
Phary  s0tKc-e

Assumption A-3
Assumption A-2
Prima3y  sowce

I?l-imary  SOwCe
Assumption A-4
Primary source
Assumpttion  A-l

Assuxnptions:  A-9, A-10, A-f l:, A-12
Primary source: total vacancy inflow P7
Assurnptio~  A-9
Assump-tion  A- I 0
Assumption A-1 1
Assumption A- 12
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Table 4 g&s an overview of all labour  market flows  and how they are constmcted.  C&r

system of 1abuu;r  market flows consists of 6 stocks (2 wmnployment,  2 non-participation,

employment and vacancies) and 27 flows of which 18 are worker f3uws  and 9 axe job flows. Au.

s&x&s  and 8 Buws are avdable  form ptiary sources. Most of these flows mmcem the otiow

out of employment  and unemployment Smance.  f f auf of the 27 flows are determined by

def%&ion eqxntiuns  or axe obtained from.  primary soxxrces.  It tmns  o’txf that we have to make 12

assmptiom  - of which some are related - and that, wing these assum~tiuns  and the 8 Bows

from primary sources we are able to derive the  4 resulting flows.

3. Trends in Worker and Job FIuws in The Netherlands

Ustig the methud  described in the paragraph above we are able to cunstm~t  a set of t&e

series for labum market flows in The Netherlands.  Table 5 shows tie must  Unportant  trends at

the macro level that appear fkom  these flows.

Table 5 Key figures on labour market flows  in The Setheriands

(Ammaf averages; x I. 000  persons/jobs)

f97.?-75  1976~SO  198f-85  1986-90  199f-95
Mow i&o unemployment
Outflow out  of unemployment

Mow into  occupatiunal  disability
Uutfluw  out  of occupational disability

Job creation
Job destrwtiun

Job &mover
Labour  mover

Vacancy inflow
Vacancy outflow

3 4 4
306

60
3 3

5 6 5
6 2 9

1184
2097

104
5 6

5 9 5
5 7 6

3171
1 9 4 8

450
401

9 3
7 4

5 3 3
581

1115
1 6 5 9

4 2 8
4 3 1

100
81

8 3 9
7 3 5

1 5 7 4
2460

6 1 7
605

6 4 9
611

9 7
103

8 9 9
8 6 3

1762
2506

Annual job creation and job destmction  are. on average, larger than inflow  in and the oattBuw

out of uaremployment.  This is due to the fact that in some cases job destmction  dues not caBe

unempluyment,  for example when a worker retires or Ends  a different job instantly. Ivkmover,
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not al newly created jobs are occupied by unemployed, but to a large  extend by non-

pticipants  and workers who change jobs. Job turnover is often referred to as an indicator for

the pace of labour market dynamics. Furthermore there are employed who change their job for

an existing new job, non-participants who fill a vacancy for an existing job and workers who

become unemployed or qtit  because of (early) retiement  and who’s job is preserved. In &ese

simations  there is no change of jobs but there is a chnge  of personnel. That is why the labour

turnover in Table 5 is much h$her  than job turnover. In recent years annual  labour turnover

was about 2.5 million as against f . -7 million annual  job turnover. As from 1970  on labour

turnover is on average almost 60  % lS&er than job mover, akhough the difference

decreases in recent years.

Figure 2 Job tzmmver, excess job turnover and labour  turnover

(percentage of total emploment)

0.5

0.4

0.3

--- Labour  tumuver rate ---- Excess jub  turnover rate
------- Job turnover rate ----- Net empluyment  growth

Increased labour market dynamics also appears form Figure 2. The shaded areas indicate

periods of cyckal  downturn. The picture shows labour turnovert  job turnuver,  excess job

turnover and net employment growth as a share of employment. Excess job turnover is defhed

k the amount of job turnover that wa not induced by changes in empluyment,

JLC = JT - IAEI . It  can be seen as the substitution ef%ct  of labour market dynamics aad as

such it is an indicator of labour market dynamics  that is independent of the business cycle.
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Notice that after the ewnumic recession in the beginning of the ‘1980’s  excess job turnover is

substantially higher than before the recession.

There are a number of possible explanations fur increased labour  market dynan&s. Some of

them have to do with social and le& instimtiuns.  The most cumrnon  explanatiun  of this type

is the redtiun  of the average dwcation of employment. Xf  the dnration  of education  increases

or the (early) retirement age decreases, more hires are needed to keep empluyment at a fixed

level. Average retirement age did fall since the beginning of the 1970’s due to, amung  other

reasons, the introduction of early retirement schemes (see Figure 3). Labu~  participation

among male  workers in the age 60-64  dropped frum  74 % in 3 97 f to 37 % in f 983 and 18 %

in 1995  (OECD,  I. 995). This 1=ou2d  be an explanation for increased labum market dynamics in

the 19805,  but it can nut tell the whole story since the most si+gnificant  decrease in elderly

pticipation  rates took place in the 1970’s.

Another explanation might be the increased demand of workers for part time jobs. If

emplqment  in terms of full time jobs  is fixed and the average nmber  of hours  per job

decreases, more hires wih be needed to equate inflow  and outflow  of employment. The share

of part-time empluyment  (measured in total xlumber ofhu~s  worked) has been rising steadily

fur the last twu decades (see Fi,oure  3). In 1995 nearly 18 % of all hours  worked was due to

part time job, whereas in 1970 this was only 7 %. However, this can only partly explain the

increase in labotpr  market dynamics since the b@nning  of the 1980’s became  the demand fur

part time work has been increasing since the beginning of the f 970’s.  The increase in flexible

labour contracts is another expianatiun  for the observed increase in fabum  anrket  dynamics.

I& the 1970’s the share of flexible jobs rose only  marginafly  from 2 % in 1970 to 3 % in 1983.

In 1996 this share had more then doubled.  Flexible jobs are jobs without a fixed nmber  of

working hours ur a fixed contract term. It is likely that job turnover  of flexible jobs is higher

than for jobs with fixed wurking  huurs  and a fixed term. However it is unclear to what extent

this source of increased labuur  and job turnover  shows PIP in ous data. ‘Flex workers’ whu

become unemployed are often nut entitled to unemployment insurance bene&s.
.

Two other possible supply side causes of increased job and wurker  flows are changes in the

nmber  of school  leavers and the female participation rate (see F@re  3). Female iabow

participation is likely to be an important determinant of increased Iabuux market dynamics as
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the participation rate started to increase substantially in tie mid 1980’s.  The rising number of

part-time jobs that we mentioned before is cbsefy linked to this deveIopmmt.  Labour  market

entry due to school leavers has been decreasing since tie end oftbe  X  980’s.  Xn the  next section

we wiff sbw that employment infbw from  non-participation was a main source  of increased

hiring, so  increased female  k&cm  participation mure than compensated tie decline in the

mmber of schools  leavers-

Figure 3 Possible explanations for increased labour  market dynamics

- - - - Femab  paPticipat%m  paae - - - - * - Scb5l  kavers - - - Share of flex&k  jobs
--Miring  rate - Share of part-time work - Mate participatiorn  tie fW34

Apart tiom the social and legal causes fabmr market dynamics can also increase due tu

stmctud  change. Technulogical  change ox demand driven shifts  within and between

industries cm increase labour market dynamics.  Later cm, m%en we discuss vacancies, we will

pay attention to possible explanations  of increased la&m  market dynamics &at originate f&n

developments on the labour  market itself.
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I.b recent years employment has increased substantially in The Netherlands. Data on net job

creation however conceal both the dynamics and the composition of employment. Figure 4

shows a decomposition of hires in the period 1970-1995.  The inflow into employment has

ixreased  substantially in recent years. Over  1.2 milfiun  people  got a new job in 1995, some of

them more than once. Almost 40 % of these people already was employed, but switched jobs.

It turns out that hereased labour market dynamics are due to three factors: job to job

mwements, hires tiom  unemployment insurance and hires tiom  non-parkilpation.  Inflow  hto

emp@me& fjtom  welfare and occupational d&&i&y  did not contribute to the increase in

hires after the 1981-83  recession.

Figure 4 IXires  into  entployment

(x 1 UUU  workers)

- Hires fmm  occupational disab. ----, Hires from welfare
------- Hires frum  other non-partidp. ---- Job mowxs
---- Hires frcm unempl.  insurane --- f&d hires

Figure 5 depicts the development over time of the relative importance of the dif%erent  sources

of hires. Althou~@~  job to job movements did contribute to the increase in labour  market

dynanrics  in the 1980’s,  its share of total hires at the beginning of the f990”s  is about one third

lower than in the 1970’s.  The share of non-participants and unemployed receiving

unempio)tment  insurance  benefits has increased. In recent years the number of hires from

unemployment and non-participation (employment inflow) exceeds the number of job movers.



increased labour market dyzunies since the beginning of the 1990’s  can also be i&&rated  by

that fact that buth  below and outfbw of unemployed is one third higher than in the f9Ws

(F&xre  6). Xncreashg  Mow into  unemployment is mostly due to workers loosing  their  job.

The number of mm-participants that is entittled  to welfare has been decreasing in recent years

because of a decline in the number  of higgh-school  graduates. Since  1970  every year, except fur

1986 and 1990,  more  employed  became unemployed than the other  way around. T&s is

because the outflow out of welfare has hardly  increased, opposite to the outflow out  of

unemployment  hmmmce  pruvisions.  The number  of workers on welfare  that found a job in

1990 (110  thousand) is even siightly  lower  than ten years before. Long term unemployed,  fur

whom it is difficult to f&d a job, are aIi dependent on weifaxe. Rapid inflow  into employment

is more CONDOR  for unemployed dependent on unemployment insurance prov&ions  than

unemployed on weXf&e.  Unemployed who get on welfare  already have a lung  h&q of

UnempXuyment and fur that reason will have difficulties  in finding  a job. This unempioyment

pmistence  can be due fur example to rank& by empbyers, a loss of sk3s  with the

unemployed or decreased search intensity (see Snower,  1997).
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Figure  6 Flows between unempluyment  and employment

(x 1000  workers)

70 7 2 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94

- Unempfoymentto employment
------- Employment tu unemployment
----- Net empl.  inflow  from unempl.

Figure  7

o.oI.,,.;~,  <i>  i.,
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. - Frc3mwelfare
------- From unempbyment insurance
---I- From tota!  unemployment



Figme  7 depi&s  fur the period 19’704995 the ‘odds’ of an unemployed worker m&v&g

unemployment  insurance payments or welf”are  to find a job. This cotiow chance’ un the y-

axis is defined as the ratio of the uutiow to employment and ahe  stock of xxnemployed. In the

beginning of the 1970’s  this ratio was very high, especially fur workers receiving welfme  (that

is why data for the period  X970- 1975 were not included in the gx-aph)  because unly  very few

workers were 0x1 welf;ue  at that time. Afier  the recession in the beginning of the  f 980’s  the

‘chance’ of finding a job reaches a low. ARer the recession the odds  of finding a job get better

for unemployed entitled to reemployment  insurance; provisions.

The present structure of Dutch unemployment provisions evolved in the 1960s.  In 1985

unemployment insurance benefits were lowered from 80  to 70  % of the workers previous

income. Another important policy change  took place in 1991. Since then  unemployed workers

nmst  have worked for a particular length of time in order to be entitled to unemployment

insurance benefits. These policy measures were meant to improve the  incentive sa*uchnae  of

the benefit system (see Teuhgs,  Van der Veen and Trammel,  1997, Part I). Only  recently

substantial policy changes have been made in the unemployment inmrance  system, again

restricting the accessibility of memptuyment  insurance provisions. It is

extent the policy changes influenced  unemployment inflow and otiow.

appears that unemployment tifiow tioan employmeri~ strongly fluctuates

not clear to what

From Fi,oure  6 it

with the business

cycle whereas unempluyment  otiow  is much less sensitive ta fluctuations in the hsiness

CYCk.

3.3 Oceupationaf  Disabifity

The Ihtch occupational disability act (WAO)  was introduced in 1967 and has been changed

since then a number  times. In 1976 self employed and early disabled became entitled to

occupational disability provisions. This  explains the rise in the inflow  at the  end of the  1970’s.

After the  recession in the beginning of the 1980’s  a first wave of policy changes took place. In

*I985  the maximm  benefit was lowered f?om 80 to 70 % of the previous wage of the disabled

worker. In 1987 the government abandoned the possibility that partially disabled wurkers

could get a fufl  equivalent benefit if unemployment was hi:& in their industxy.  The direct

effect  of that policy change can nut be seen from Fi,o;ure  8, which shows inflow and outflow
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since 19’70, as it does not distingu.ish  between fix.U  and partially disabled workers. However

both  this policy measure and lowering the maxtim  benefits did not Iimit the Mow into

occupational disability, as can be seen Corn the graph. The peak in 1976  is due to the fact that

we used a dumm);  for part of the  inflow,  because in that year civil sexvants and self empfuyed

became eligible  fur occupational disability payments.

Figure 8 Fbvs in and out of occupational disability

(x 1000  persons, lines represent cumulated outflow)

---/

In the beginning of the 1990’s  a second wave of policy changes was made in the Dutch

occupational disability schemes. The policy changes had to Emit excess to the disability

prwisions  and increase the o&low.  The relative share of benefits  for partly disability

increased as a result of the policy measures. Easy access to these provisions caused the

number of occupational  disabled to reach almost one million by the end of the f98Q’s. The

changes that were made in the beginning of the 1990’s  did have an impact in the inflow.

Fese policy measures limited &e duration of occupational disability benefits and hence made

occupational disability benef3.s less  attractive to workers. In the be&kg  of the 1990’s

inflow into occupational disability declined to the level prevalent in the mid 1970’s,  at which

time a.xxmally  75 thousand workers became eligibfe  for occupational disability payments. The



policy  measures have been fm Xess  successfS  when it comes to the outflow out of

occupational disability pruvisions.  A&hough  in recent years more peopfe  flow out of &e

provisions, most of&em do so because they reach the retirement age (see Figure 8).  h-i  fact

they outsow  the occupational disability provisions. The number of occupational disabled  &at

finds a job has been fluming around 35 thousand  a year for a long period and seems to have

been not influenced  by the recent policy measures.

Figure 9 gives the ‘outflow chance’ of occupational disability, defined as uutaow divided by

the number of occupational disabled. The peak in outflow Mxuxef  in 1976  is due to the  fact

that in that year early disabled, self  employed  and civil servants became e&itied  to

occupational disability benefits and we used a dummy to correct for that.

F&ire  9 The odds of leaving  occupational disabtiity

(otiow of uccupationaf  disability I stock of occupational disaMed)

70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94

- futaf --I-’  To emptoyment
------- To other nm-paticip&ion ----- To w&are

Some research has been done on the relation between occupational disability and

unemployment provisions. It is well known that part of the workers that became erhtled to*
occupational disability pruvisions  were in fact redundant. For both workers and employees

occupational disability provisions were a mure  favourable way of adjusting the f&m’s

employment level. Some empirical studies confixm  that before the p&y changes of the mid



f980’s  about 30-50  % of the inflow into 5ccupati5ml  disability was in &et due to labour

market conditions (Roodenburg  and W5ng  Meeuw  Hing,  1985, Aarts  and De J5ng,  1992).

Hassink  et al. (1997)  find that even at the end of the 1980’s  still  about f 0 % of the inBow into

occupational disability was due to redmdancy of the worker. These results are supported by

Figure 10,  as there appears some negative correlation  between the  business cycle (&e shaded

areas) and the flow fr5m  employment to occupatiosul  disability (correlation is - 0.23). k is

remarkable that mtil the policy reforms of 1987 higher inflow into unemployment fkom

employment seems to coincide with increasing inflow into occupational  disabiiity  provisions.

741.  the period 1989-95  these two suusces of unemployment outflow are correlated negatively

(cmrefaticm = -0.85).

Figure 10 Employment oufflow

(x 1000  workers)

-- >
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3.4 Vacancies

The analysis of vacancies is integrated in the system of labour market flows.  As mentioned in

the previuus  paragraph,  the outflow of vacancies, for example,  is by definition  connected to

the inflow of employed who occupy a vacancy. Apart fi5m the vacancies created by firms and

the g5vemment, the inflow of vacancies consists of vacancies that arise because empf<zyees
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switch jobs, become uneraployed  or ieave  the laburn  market. Both  inflow  and outiow of

vacancies have decreased in recent years, although  the level of the flows  is still  above the

early 1980’s  level (see Figure 1 I-). Since the 1970’s  the inflow  of new vacancies exhibits a

downward trend, with upward fh.ztuations  during  periods of strong economic expansion.

- Vaanq  infbw ----- Net vacancy growth
-----*-  Vacancy  OUMUW

Vacancies am be cancelled  h twu ways. The most  cmmnon  way is that vacancies are filled  by

job searchers, If the job searcher is employed  it is referred to as on-the-job-sear&.

Fm-themore,  vacancies me scrapped because they cm not be fxlled  or because the vacancy has

been canceXlecE, fur example because it was hard to filtl.  The decreased outflow of vacancies is

caused largely by the deche in the number of workers who switch jobs by filrjng  a vacancy.

l%e nmber  of non-participants and, to a lesser  degree, the number of mempfoyed  that Ells a

vacancy has been remarkably constant over a hg period of time, apart Tom strong

fluctuations durjllg  the recession in the early 1980’s.

A concept that can give information  on labour market dynamics is the SO called vacancy chain.

The vacancy &ah index sfiours  to what extent job movi.ng hi combhation with filljng  a

vacancy generates new vamncies.  If one firm.  attracts a worker from  a second f’lrm  the latter
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could  create a vacancy. Xfthis firm indeed creates a vacancy and the job is nut destroyed it can

hire a new wurker,  which agg could create a vacancy in a third fkm.  By this mechanism

hiring a worker  fomz the pool of workers can trigger  a chain of vacancies. In this paper the

average rem&h  of the  vacancy chain index is equal tu unity when all jobs of job muvers  are

destroyed and the iem@  is equal to in&&y when non of these jobs is destroy& md all new

vacancies emerge because of job quitting (see Appendix r).  As Schettkat  (f996b)  indicates,

the length of the vacancy chain depends on overall labour  supply. If there is large excess

supply of labour,  the probability that a firm will hire a worker from  the pool  of employed

declines. This shortens the vacancy chain md reduces labour  turnover. According to &he&t

this mechanism underlies the decline in labour turnover in Germany fkom the early 1970’s  to

the 1980”s.  It is doubtful  if the same type of mechanism is also relevant fur The Neth,e&mds.

After the  economy recovered  fioxn  the 1981-83 recession excess labour supply  was still  very

high. Akhough labour  supply fkom  the large  poof  of unemployed might not have been very

effective due to mismatch, elective  labour supply from the pool  of non-participants was ver);

high. The inflow  into employment form non-participation has been increasing since the

beg&kg of the 1980’s  (Figure 4). Contrary to the German case the vacancy  elmin k~  The

Netherlands  did nut decline. Mead, since the tid of the 1980’s  the vacancy chair strungly

fluctuates with the business cycle (Figure 12).

Figure 12 Vacancy chain and hiring rate index

70  72 74 76 78 80  82 84 86 88 90  92 94

- Hires index (1970=%X3,  t) ------- Vacancy chain (r}
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For The Netherlands it seems that other factors than job to job muvmmts  and the vacancy

chain caused hi&er  labour market turnover, such as increased female labour  participation and

a higher share of part--time and flexible jobs. From out:  data it appears that since the be,sinning

of the 1980’s  the infiow  into employment has risen Xargely  because more people  found a job

without filling a vacancy (Figure 13).  This explains  how increased labour  market dynamics

through more hires can coincide with lower  vacancy Bows. The growing importance of latent

vacancies is also mposted  by other  studies. The OSA (1994) reports that the  share of

orgtisations  that uses informal  channels to hire workers rose thorn 29 % in 1989  to 54 % in

1993.

Figure 13 ISking  through latent  vacancies and vacancy outflow

(x 1000  workers/vacancies)

-- Employment inflow (jctb)
------- Job movers (job)
----a  Vacancy u~ow

3-5  The Business Cycle

The relation between labour  market dynamics and the business cycle is at the core of the

tieoreticai  models of job creation and job destruction. It is obvious tit must job creation

takes  place during  an economic upswing as job destruction is concentrated in periods of

economic decline. From a Ifot  of empirical research however,  it appears that even in recessions
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many jobs are created and therefore job turnover has an  anti-~yckal  pattern. It indicates  that

most reallocation takes place during recessions. From a theoretical  point of view &is can be

explained because during recessions only part of the production capacity is needed to meet the

demand and therefore tie  claim that reakxation  has on the production capacity is less costly.

This ‘ckansi~~g  role of recessions’ indicates that mild economic f’iuctuations  do not

necessarily have a negative impact on welfae. On the other hand, the modern business cycle

theory does imikate  that it is necessary to synchronise the processes of job creation and job

destruction (Gautier,  1997).

Figure 14 shows job creation and job destition  in the period (19’704995). Xt  is remarkable

that the anti-cycti~al  behaviour of job destruction and the p-cyclical behaviour of job

aeation  applies  very strongly to th3e  1970’s and 1980’s,  but during  the economic downturn of

1993-94 there is o&y limited net job desxruction.  This might indicate better synchronised job

creation and job destruction in The Netherlands. The correlation between the rates of job

creation and destrxtioxz  in the period 1970-83  is -0.32. In the period tier  the recession (3 9%

95) job creation and destruction are correlated strongly positive (0.81).

Figure 14 Job  creation and job de&-u&on

(percentage of total employment)



The UECD  (1987, Chapter 4) detied a rough  measure of the so called structural level of job

reallocation. i-e.  job turnover  that is independent of the bushess  cycle. 1t is dehed  as the  sum

of job destruction in an  economic boom and job creation in an economic recession. We find

that about 95 % of job reaBxation is structural. It seems that job creation is more variable

over the business cycle than  job destruction as the  ratio of variances is 0.54 for t.be  entire

sample. The differences in varimce  are smaUer  for recenf years.

In order to shed more &ht  on the empirical relation between labour market dyxlamics  and

business cycle fluct~tiom in The Netherlands ‘Fable 6 presents some simple correlations

between the state of the business cycle and labour  market flows?  The results  to some extent

~ollfjirxxl  the pattern of Figure E 4.  Flows in and out of unemployment and employment seem to

be more synchronised in  recent years. Qver the dole  sample  period job destruction seems to

behave a-cyclica tiead of anti-cycfkal.  h recent years job destruction seem to show  the

usual  anti-cyclical pattern. Of  course 120  strong conchsions  can be drawn  on the basis of these

simple correlations, especially while the nunnber  of o‘f>servations  is fimited.

Table 6 C&relation between the business cycle and labour market Bows

1970-95 1970-88 f989Y95
Unemployment inflow -0.16 -0.33 -0.43
Unemployment outflow 0.08 0.06 -0.17

Job creation 0.37 0.50 0.49
Job destrwtion 0.02 -0.09 -0.30

Job turnover 0.23 0.30 0.16
Labour  turnover 0.25 0*20 0.56

Employment ix&low U.lU 0.11 -0.36
of which

unemployed 0.11 0.13 -0.1 f
occupational disabled -0.04 -0.06 -0.60
non-participants 0.07 0.88 -0.62

Employment outflow -0.19 -0.41 -0.48

Che  possible expfamtion  for the seemingly better sywhronisation  of job creation and

destructiorp  is the fact that labour  maxket flexibility and the structure of the social secupity

system have an impact on labour-turnover costs (see Snower,  1997). The Dutch. fabour  market
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has become more flexible in recent years, for example by relaxing legal restrictions on layof%.

It is therefore likely that the labour-turnover costs have decreased in Ishe Met.berkmds. This

has a twofold impact on unemployment dynamics. On the one hand employees will hoard fess

labour in times of declining demand because than it is easier to adjust employment and ISring

costs are kower.  This  is illustrated by the  fact that recently the inflow into unemployment has a

stronger anti-cyclical pattern than before. The other side of this effect is tIxat the business cycle

has less influence on the outflow out of unemployment. Even in periods of economic

uncertainty, when it is unclear if demand will rise, employees will hire personnel because they

do not have to fear superfluous personnel if the economic tide turns. Lower labour-turnover

costs might also induce employers to anticipate a turn  in the business cycle because

adjustment costs are lower if they misinterpreted the development of demand. In this way

lower ~abow-tum0ve-r cost can explain why in previous recessions the outflow of

unemployment stagnated, as the 1993 recession hardly had any impact on the nun&z  of

people that lefi unemployment.

Appendix IV provides descriptive statistics for all labour market Bows and Appendix V

contzains  additional graphs for some labour market indicators (e.g. duration) that we did not

elaborate on in this paragraplz.

4. Comparison with other Data and Studies

To see how plausible our  results are, we will compare the data of the flow system with survey

data and other research and we will compare the results for The Netherlands with  other

countries.

One of the data sources of labour  market flows  in The Netherlands is the Labour Population

Survey (‘Enquete  Beroepsbevolking,  EBB’) Tom  the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS). This

is an annual survey conducted since f987  that contains retrospective questions on labour

market status fjrom  which flow data are derived. Their survey contains both a panel and a

random sample of respondents. These data are in fact no real flow  data ils  they report a change

in labour  market status between two points in time, similar to the DHS method. The CBS data

are therefore subject to the Emitations  of the discrete time approach that we mentioned in the
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first paragraph. L&our market flows are l&efy to be underestimated as compensated flows are

not kales into account.  Table 7 l&s employment  innow and outfjow  as reported by the

Labcm Population Survey and our study. The total flows h and out of employznent  reported

by the survey are about one third lower than the flows that we fhd- The outBow  to

urmempioyrnent  is about 75 % lower in the Labuur  Population Survey. Apart from  the reason

menkiuned  above this large dif%ereJnce  tight also be due to the fact that in the Laboru

Population Survey a more narrow definition of unemployment  is used. We court

unempioyment  by the nmber  of unempfopent  benefits. 53  the Survey workers are only

counted as unemployed if they have searched  actively in the past few weeks fur a job of more

than 12 h5urs  a week and are able  to take up the job immediately.

Table 7 Chnparing  employment inflow  and ontfbw from different data sox~rces,

x994

(x 1UUU  workers)

Table  8 reports  m o r e  detailed  f l o w  d a t a  b a s e d  o n  t h e  Income  Panel Survey

(‘Xnkomensp~elonderzoek”f.  These Bow data face the same f&lacy as the data based on the

Labuur  Population Survey. The survey reports transitions in primary income source  between

two points  in time (l-l-89 and I-1-90). Some  of the findings  from the Income Panef  Survey

match very well tith OUT dindings.  Especially the flows  fkom  occupational d&&i&y  to other

labour market status are similar because there are very few compensating flows in this

category. The compensating flows account for the fact that in ai1 but one category we find

larger labour  market flows  than reported by the Survey.

l h Table  9 we compare the net changes in empfoyrnent  and unemployment that result  form OUT

labour  market flows  with the standard macro data from the Dutch Central Planning  Bureau

(CPB). The table  reports the 5year  average employment inflow and otiow,  unemployment

inf3ow  and outflow and the net change in employment and unemployment as reported by the
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CPR It turns out that both measures of net employment change are almost identical. Our

measure of unemployment change diverges fkom the CH3 measure. This difference arises

because our unemployment flot;vs  are based social security provisions, whereas the uses CPB

a different definition of unemptoyment.

Table 8 Comparing flows between sources  of income, X989

(transitions as a percentage of relevant stock; employment, welfare,

unemployment tiurance  =d occupational disability)

OUT- Inco?m?  P4mef our  hcome P a n e l
SW swvey’ snd+ stuvegi’

unemployment
iIWEiBCe

welfze
disability
IIOII-
participation

Wel&ire  to
employment
unemployment
inStlsanCe
n0Ik
par&ipation
disability

6.6

1.;

8.6

C.hzempfoyment
hsurance  to

employment

welfae
disability
IIOR-
participation

36.5
.

24.3

16
1

x 2

Di.sabilily  to
employment
unemployment

non-
participation

31

38.6 5

44.j
1

12

3.5 3
U.8 1

6.6 6

Table  9 Comparing net changes in empkyment  and unenrpkqm.wnt

(x 1000)

71-7.5  76-80  81-85 86-90 91-95
Employn3ent  tiow
Employment outflow
Net change

r&low  - outflow
CH3 empioyment

376 425 445 615 742
371 387 476 514 683.

5 3 8 -31 100 60
3 38 -31 lU4 57

Unemployment Sow 3 4 4 347 450 483 636
IGiemployment  outflow 306 338 401 474 599
Net change

hIflow  - outflow 39 9 48 9 37
CH3 registered unemployment 24 16 6 0 1 4 X  4



A few studies have been conducted on flows of workers and jobs in The Ne&erlands.  Table

10 lists the results for two of these studies as weU. as our  restits  and the rem&s fjrom  BDB for

similar  sample  periods. Fur aU indicators of labour  market dymmics  we Cnd higher vahes

than BD3 do usixlg  their specScation  of the accounting system. The reason for this  is thax we

include inflow and outfhw of we&re.

Table 10 Comparisora  of indicators  of labour market dynamics in d.if%rent studies

Je, fE,-,
1 9 9 0 17.2 14.3 4.4
1979-1993 13.6 10.6 6.6
JD: f-k-,
1 9 9 0 14.3 10.9 2.6
19794993 12.9 9.7 7.9
JT IL
1990 31.6 25.1 6.6
1979-1993 26.5 20.3 14.5

Harnemesh, IHassink and Van Ours (X994) used susvey data for 1988 and 1990 to estimate

job and worker Bows. Employees  are asked how many  workers they hired in a particular year,

independent of the net change in employment. The advantage of this survey &ta approach is

that they also take account of compensated flows,  i-e. job creation in contracting  f&n and job

de&m&ion  in expanding firms. Furthermore tfieix  data cover all sectors in the  ecmomy.  They

find  mxh lower  values  for job and worker flows. This is ptiy  due to the fact that they only

-incH~de  large, mhxming  firms (>  10 employees).

Bruersma  and Gautier  (1997) apply the panel data approach as discussed in the introductory

paragraph. They find much lower  values  for job creation and destruction, which is due to the
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fact that they do not take  into account compensathg fbws  and their panel covers only the

manufacturing sector. Employment in The Netherlands grew subtititiy since the mid

1980’s,  especially due to an increase 51  the number of part time jobs. As part-time jobs were

created more in the service sector than in the mantiacturing sector this could also explain the

differences (BBB,  1994). Furthermore the panel uses a threshold value of 10 employees for a

firm to be observed in the panel.

Finally, we check the plausibility of our results by comparing them to results found  for other

countries. The study of B&a and Wyplosz  (1994) enables us to compare OUT worker  Bow

rates with those in a nun&r  of other industialised counties for the year 1987. The OECD

(1996) has information on job flows  for the year X991.  fn Table 11  we compare the  results

from these tsvu sources with  the values that we found for The Netherlands in the same year.

TabXe 11 Comparison of Dutch labour market  flow  rates with rates in some  other

LL%Y’  c’O/U’  EVE’ EO/2?  WE’ S/E”  Jc/E2  JD/E2  JT/E”
United States 2.38 2.43 0.25 u-27  O.f2 u.11 u*23
Japan. 1.18 1.16 0.09 0.09 u.05 0.04 0.09
France l.Sl 1.51 0.29 0.31  0.12 0.13 0.25
Gemany 1.49 1.46 0.22 U.21 0.10 0.07 0.17
Spill 2.21 2.12
united 1.12 1.29 0.07  0.07 u.us 0.06 0.14
Kingdom
Netherlands 0.94 0.79 0.12 0.10 0.25 0.22 0.15 0.14 u-29
’ Source: Bwda and Wypbsz (f994).  For fIimm.my, France and Spain  unemplloyrnen~ is de&xxi  as the  xwmbm of

new re@mtiuns  at Jkzn.pfopeRt offices, tiereas we use the  ILO memployment  detition for me N&erhd,$.

AU daa refm  to 1987. United States and Japan are based on survey data and are therefiwe less corqam~le  wixh

ttie  resti& for other countries.

Table 11 shows that our results are pfausible  as they are in line with tie values  that are

reported for other  OECD  countries. Unemployment  flow rates turn out to be relatively low  in

The Netherlands. This implies that unemployment duration in T’ke Net&e&&s  will  be

relatively high; once unemployed, there is less chance of leaving u;nem#oyment  in The

Netherhnds than in other European countries. Overall labour turnover, as measured by the

separation rate and the  hiring  rate, does not seem to deviate fkom  other countries. Considering
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with theory, with respect to the relation between  the different  fluws  and the business cycle,

and tuned ouz  to be stifar to other studies and suf7re)  data of Dutch labour  market fIuws.

Also from an intemtiod  perspective our results turned  out  to be plansibge.

We explored the development of labour market flows  in the period  1970-1995.  It tied out

that Iaburrr market dynamics have increased since the economy recovered Tom the 1981-83

recession. The increased hirirrg rate is cawed by more job to job movements, more hires from

unempfuyment  insmce  and more hires from nun-participation. A&ho@  the mrmber  of job

movers increased ~.II  recent  years, its relative share in the tutal number of hires is abuut  a third

lower  than in the 1970’s.  In recent years the nmber  of hires from empXoyment is duminated

by hires tiurn  UnempxOynaent  and non-participation.

Recent policy measures with respect to occupational  disability provisions (‘WA@) were only

partiafly  success%& Mow into  occupational disability did decrease and is now aboa  a

qnarter  lower  than in 1991, when 115 thowand wurkers  became entitled  to occupational

disability benefits. The policy  measures  seem to have had no influence on the outflow from

occupational  disabihty.  The number  of occupational disabled that fYind.s  a job hardly increased

and retirement is still the most likely  way of leaving the occupational disabihty  schemes.

Social and institional  aspects, like a shorter working life  and more part &me  and flexible

jobs, are likely to explain a part of increased labour  market dynamics. Mthou~gh excess labulu

supply  was high dtig the 1980”s  this did not cause a shortening of the vacancy chain..

Structi  change can be an important cause of increased labour ma+rket  dynarGcs.  A

hyputhesis  is that social security facilitated this process of structtzal  change because it

provides workers an$  employees with tools to cope  with the consequences of this prouess  and

hence increases kabow  market dynamics. In this view the sectity  provided by the system

facilitates the de-&on  of old  jobs  which have become obsolete and it can avoid possible

frictions  that might  occur when employees want to hire new workers. Of COUJS~  this role  of

social sectity  differs  across labuus  markets. III the US, where workers are quite mobile and

d&missal legislation is hmited,  social security might  improve fabur market Bexib2ity

because  it protects workers from the consequences of displacement. In a labon  market with

only  few institutions that limit f%exibiUy  social security  in terms of unemployment

compensation and risk sharing can provide workers the sectity needed to uupe with the
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conseqmces  of struti  change and therefore hprove labmu market dynamics  (Davis,

llaltiwanger  and Schti3  1996:  164). Xn the European  laburn  market sucial security ti&t play

a different role. In most European  cou&ries  dismissal legislation is more tight than in the US

and wurkers  are less mobile.  fn such a labour  market social security co&d provide entployees

with the necessary tools for labour  market flexibility. In IX& labour  markets social security

can be viewed as an irrigation system (Korpi,  1985).

We noticed that job creation and destruction seem to move  more  synchrotised  during  tie  last

tsccmotic  recession. If social sectity  indeed f&Aitates  s-&u-  changes and labuur  market

dynamics then this same type of reasming xx&g& provide an explanation fox  the seemingly

better sync~otisatiun  ofjob creation and destruction. An hyputhesis  is that the policy  changes

in the social sectity  system made in the ‘ E . 98th’s  and ‘I 990’s  improved the in=&tiun  diction

of the system  and reduced the difference in fluctuatims  of job creation and destnxticm  over

the business cycle.

X;uture  research can focus  on the way in which social security infxuemes  labour  market

dynamics, more specific it can address tie  hypothesis proposed above. The data constructed

by Broersma  and Den Buttter  (1994) were used to  calibrate several macro simtiatiun  models

to evaluate the impact of structural change on the labour market, e.g. with respect to labour

market dynamics, wage formation (Gautier  and Den  Butter, X995),  cyclkal  sb&s  and

negative duration dependence (Den Butter and Van Dijk,  1997) and 0x1 the job search (Den

&utter and Gxter, 1998). The data ccmstmcted in this paper enable us to develop and calibrate

similar  flow  models that immpurate  flows  between social security provisions.
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E~plOyYI3e~t

Unempkqment inshuance

Welfare (I.XrXXnployment  assistance)

Other non-participation (CH& of the labour  force)

Occupational  disability

Vacancies

Jobs(E+V)

Labou;rfurce(EiU,  tU,)

Fhvs of  persom

F;, Fluw fkmxtoy(x,y= u, $ u; ) E, N,  , Iv,  ) with, when relevant 3 = j in case

of newly created jobs and z = ‘L: in case of vacancies.

F-’EE Job-movers who f%d a job fox which no (registered) vacancy exists,

F”EE Job-movers who f&d a job by filling a vacancy.

Unempluyed  who find a new job for which no (registered) vacancy exists.

Unemployed who find  a new job by f3li.q  a vacancy.

TSnemployed recei\rin_e  unemployment instance  payments who find  a job fur

which no (registered) vamncy  exists or by filling a vacancy.

Unemployed receiving welfare who find a job for which x10 (registered)

vacancy exists or by fihg  a vacancy ( U,O - FLTwAv,  5 where t&L?  is the total

outflow from  welfare).

Non-participants who f’ind  a job for which no (registered) vacancy exists.

Nun-participants whu find  a job by filling a vacancy.
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F

FJVDE

FE;L/‘f

F2z.v

FE;v,

FL?d

Fs;;  :“ib

Uther  nun-participants (e .g. scbul  leavers and workers re-entering  the falbo~~

market) who 6nd a job for which no (registered) vacancy etists or by B&g a

vacancy (El - &JE - FUjE  - F,v,E f w h e r e  El  i s  file  tutal  inflow  into

empkqment).

Ocmpatiunal  disabled who find a jub for which no (registered) vacancy exists

payments.

Workers  who qtit  their job and leave the la&m force.

Workers who quit  their job and leave the jtabum force exctuding  uccupatiuna~

disabled (e.g. retirement and early  retirement).

Workers who become  uccupatiumxl  disabled and leave the  iabcmr force.

Nun-pasticipants  who  register as mempluyed.

Other nun-participants (e.g. school leavers) who register as mempluyed

d &m* ~cll&bc?~O~Z)  I-

Occupathal  d i sab led  who  recover  and  reg i s t e r  a s  unemployed

( Km* ~&x#ver)  >-

Unemployed who% entitlement to unempluyment  insmnce  payments expires

and register to receive welfare.

Unemployed leaving the labon  furce ( Fuiivo  + Fgwso  ).

Unemployed receiving mernpluyment  insurance payments whu leave t&e

Iahmr  force.

Unemployed receiving welfare whu leave the la&m  force ( 0.3*  U,U , where

U,U is the tutal uutfbw  fmm  welfare).

Other nun-participants who become occupational disabled.

Occupational disabled who retire or recuvex btat do nut re-enter the l&our



Fluws  of jobs

VI Inflow  of vacancies.

uj Vacancies for new jobs ( VI - VI, - VIzu - VI, - VIaM  ).

&E New vacancies because of job mobility ( 0.65*  FzE ).

f-?Eti New vacancies because of workers who becmne  unemployed ( O.O3h* FEv ).

VI, New vacancies because of workers who  leave  the labour force ( 02% FEAT ).

&a4 New vacancies because of workers who die ( 025*  FE+% )-

VU C3utfluw of vacancies (VI - LJ = VOS -f  VC+-  ).

c- Scrapped vacancies ( 03% V ).

yor Filled  vacancies ( Yo,, + Yo,, t VUJvE ).

yo,, Vacancies filled by job movers  ( F’E )

VU&E Vacancies f3led  by unemployed ( F$i ).

VqvE Vacancies filled  by non-participants ( FE ).

Average employment  duration in years ( E/OS* LT)

Average unemployment duration  in weeks ((U/0.5*  (CD’  -+-  ?X?))*5”f

Average vacancy duration in weeks ((V/0.5* (VI  t VU))*52)

Average Ien& of the vacancy chain index (1 -t (VI, /(VI - Vl&)))
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Appendix n[

Nmber  of persons  receiving unemployment inswce ben&ts, exeMing

civil-servants and self-employed. Abuti  70 % of the w5rking  p5piktion  is

covered by the uneqhyme~t insurance act (W).  Smree:  CTSV (1996a),

Kroniek  vary de Sociale  Zekerheid, Table 6~5,622  and own calculations.

E

-7vD

Y

%h&er  of pers5ns receivbg welhre, i.e. RWW and EUAW. Source: CTSV

(I 996a),  Kr5tiek van de S&ale  Zekerheid, Table  2.1.

Nmber  of workers (employees and self-employed) with a reg.&~  job of f2

horns  a week 5~ more. Source: CPB, Lange  reeksen.

Number of uccupation;ni  disabled. In 1976  self employed and civil  servants

became eligible fur these benefits. Whenever using the  f?rst  difference in the

nmber  of 5cxq3atiunal  disabled we included  a dummy for 3976 for these two

groups to remove  the peak in that series. Source: CTSV (1996a),  Kroniek  van

de Scocide  Zekerheid, Table 5.5.

bhher  of nun-p.rticip.nts (abuve  age 14) other than occupatiunal  disabled.

Source: CBS, BevoIkingsstatistiek.

Naber uf vacancies. Source: CBS, Suciaal Ecun5miscb.e Maandstatistiek  and

Muysken,  Bierings  and De Regt  (1991).

llnflow intu  wetfare  f5rm  unempiupent  insurance, excluding civil servants and

self-ernphyed. We use data that represent unemployed receiving

mempfuyxnent  insurance paymenxs  who are no longer  entitled to these benefits
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because they have reached the maximum  term. outflow due to reaching the

maximum term  can also take place to non-participation, but we make the

reasonable assumption that these people continue to be part of the labour

market and afl flow into welfare. Source: CTSV (1996a),  Kroniek van de

Sociale Zekerheid, Table 6.2.

FEE Job movers. Source: Broersma and Den Butter (X994), OSA (1995) and CBS.

Flow out of occupational disabihty  due to retirement. Source: CTSV (199&Q,

Kroniek van de Sociale Zekerheid, Tablie 5.17.

FI;‘$

Flow  from  non-participation to occupational disability. We use data

representing the inflow  into occupational disability of early disabled and some

minor groups of occupational  disabled. Before 1976 this data was not observed,

so we included a dummy to remove the peak in that year.

Source: CTSV (1996a),  Kroniek van de Sociale Zekerheid, Table  5.13.

Inflow  into regubr employment fPom  unemployment insurance, excluding civil

servants and self-employed. Source: CTSV (1996a),  Kroniek  van de Sociale

Zekerheid, Table 6.2.

Flow thorn unemployment insurance to non-participation, excluding civil

servants and self-employed. We use data that represent the flow  out of

unemployment insurance due to reasons other than outflow  due to maximum

term and reemployment. We assume that this entire outflow goes to non-

participation, although a small sample of these people will  Bow to

employment, for exampfe  because they started their own businh=ss.  Souxce:

CTSV (1996a),  Kroniek van de Sociale Zekerheid, Table 6.2.

FEU,

*

F-cx,

OutBow  out  of employment to unemployment insurance, excluding civi$

servants and self  employed. Source: CTSV (1996a),  Kroniek van de Sociafe

Zekerheid, Table 6.2.

Flow from  employment to non-participation. Fgivo = Fuow + FKfiT  9

representing the Bow into retirement and into early retirement respectively.



FEAOW Inflow  into retirement of workers. FoIlowing  BDB, this ffow is cahlated as

the  change  in the number of old-age benefit receivers plus the number of deaths

in the  cohort with age over 65 (the outBow  out if retirement), mu&ipfied by the

participation rate of persons in the age of 60-64.  These cakxlations  are made

for maIe and female separatexy and added to get FEAow.  Source: Participation

mte in OECD  (X995),  Labour  Force Statistics, other data in CBS, Statist%&

Yearbook.

FE&%?T Inflow  into early retirement of workers. Source: CBS, Statistica Yearbook,

Flow  Ifi-om  employment to occupational disability. For this  we I.WZ data

representing tie inflow  into occupational disability of workers, cb4  servants

and seIf&mpfoyed.  Before 1976 this  ffow includes only workers. In that year

also self  employed and civif servant became eligible for occupational disabifity

be&%s. Fur these two groups we included a dummy for 1976 to remove  the

peak in the series. From 1994  on a 1U % upward correct&~  was applied to

corrrecf  for changes in the  registration, as indicated iarr.  the  source. Source: CTSV

(1996a),  Kroniek  van de SociaIe Zekerheid,  Table  5 13.,

FEM Wmber of workers who die, calculated as 0.5 % of toti nmber  of workers,

based on Hartog,  Mekkelhort  and Van Ophem  (1988). Source: CBS.

&?@ckmolout) Nmber of students who leave  school, college or university. Source: CBS,

Chierwijsstatistieken  on the Internet  at WWW.  ch. nf.

&(recovery) Flow out of occupational disability due to recovery. From 1994  on a 10 %

upward correction was applied to correct for changes in the registration

method, as indicated in the source. Source,  CTSV (k996a),  Kroniek  van de

Scrciale  Zekerheid, Table  5. X  7.

Iinflow of vacancies. Source: CBS, So&al  Economische  Maandstatistiek  and

van u%.Ks  (1991).



Appendix XXI

The accouxhg  system that is used  in this paper to construct a consistent set of lab.o\a;  market

flow  data was developed by Broersma  and Den Butter (BDB, 1994). We extended md

improved their accounting system in a number  of ways. First, we incfuded  the total i&low  ht~

unemployment,  i.e. inflow into unemployment insurance and inflow  into weKh.re.  Ezx)B on&

take account of the i&low  into unemployment insurance. As to the stock of unemployed, they

use unemployment data based on the annudt  Labour Market Survey, where we use

administrative data with respect to the number of welfare and unemployment hsmce

recipients. Introd~~%.~g  welf;tse into the system generates additional flows between

unemployment and employment and between unemployment and non-participation. The

treatment of these flows in the two papers is very different. BD3 assume that each year 50  %

of the long term unentpluyed  (> f year), plus  5 % of the total number  of unemployed stop

searching for a job and go to non-pahipation.  This causes a peak in the flow Corn

unemp~uyment  tot non-participation in the recession years f 980-1983 and hence a slightly

negative correlation with the cychal  indicator. We hd no correlation between the business

cycle and the flow Tom unemployment to nun-participation. The number of workers entitled

to reemployment  insmce  that retires (non-participation) is available from  primary soxxrces

and we use an assumption [A-4] to &c&ate  the fiow  from  welfae  to non-participation.

The second imporhnt improvement is that we take occupatiunal  disabilitly  into account

separately. BIN do not observe occupational disabled dire&y but include  them impIicitiy  in

the residual stork  of non-participants. ?Yhe flow ijrorn  non-participants to unemployment is

assuxned to be half of the annual number of school leavers. In our system we I,E~ the same

assumptions  but in addition we make assumptions OQ the number  of recovered occupational

disabled that becomes unemployed.

A third  difference is the treatment of mortafity.  BIX3  in&de  mortality  in the flow  f$om

ummp~oyment  to non-participation,  Xxa.  our specification workers who die Bow out of the

system and do nut become part of the gmup  of non-participants. Mortality of workers  is



r&want  because some of the jobs of these workers wiil not be destmyed  and a vacancy wif3  be

created-

Due to these changes we have 6 stocks and 27 flows  in our  system instead of 4 and 18

respectively. Because of the inclusion of weffae  recipients, for which no macro-flow data are

available, we had to make more assumptions to construct the worker Bows  t&m  in tie paper

by BIB3  (12 and 9 assmpions  respectively). With respect to the job flows we made identical

a&xa.lmpti5ns.

The changes partly make the system Eess sensitive to changes in the assumptions. En  particuh

our specification is Eess sensitive to changes in the assumptions that relate to the flows

between unemployment and non-participation. For example, alternative 2 in Table  3

(I;q$.i$  -- ~Q(S&~~OW)  1 caused a 44 % increase in the flow  i?orn unemployment tu

employment in the old  specification, while this was only 24 % in our new specification. On

the other hand,  our specification is more sensitive to cfnmges  in assumptions that dire&y  of

indirectly determine the inflow  and  outflow of vacancies. EspeciaHy  there is need for mure

infumtion  on the extent to which a vacancy arises in case of separations to unemployment,

nun-participation, occupationaI  disability or a different  job, or cumplementag,  more

information on the degree of job deskuctioxa  associated with these worker flows.
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Ihstriptive  Statistics of Indicators of Labour Market Dynamics, Worker Hews  and Job

Flows

Table  A-l Labour market dynamics

(x 1UUU)

V-h  (index)

5 1 3 8 2 5 3 3 7 1 4 9 0.10
477 7 7 2 2 6 4 128 -0.t9

322
195
418
388
183

7 3 7 2 4 6 124 -0.16
6 1 1 143 1 1 9 -6)X7
295 121 4 5 -0.25
707 274 117 0.08
5 9 2 179 110 -0.02
231 117 3 4 0.00

258 371 165 5 8 -0.04
216 361 133 64 -u.uu

89 116 51) 20 -0.23
346 496 186 98 0.07
325 4 6 3 X63 91 0.07

68 117 28 26 -0.11

2152 2755 1415 3 5 8 0.25
9107 x450 675 200 0.32

3 2 2 611 143 1 1 9 -U*17
7 2 3 961 405 144 0.32

1045 1311 7 4 0 161 0.16

X366
698
668

5
46

6
3

1847 lUf6 2 6 3 0.23
981 4 6 5 It56 0.37
905 541 116 0.02

7 4 1 -0.29
72 16 17 -u-u4
13 3 2 0.55

8 2 2 -0.17
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TabkA-2 Worker flows

594 806
241 484

353 6UU

290 468 184
131 290 21
1 5 9 218 108

180 345 99
110 1 3 9 70
224 3 7 1 5 9
103 233 20

123 245 25

204 342 38
22 3 3 0

70
81

28

60
20
91
76

43

85
9

0.11
-0.02

0.34

0.13
u.uu
0.07
0.04

0.07

0.07
-0.04

322 6 1 1 143 119 -0.17
130 155 96 18 -0.20
44 54 3 5 <

1;
0.07

8 5 111 50 -0.23

123 1 4 5 96 14 8.02
1 1 7 1 3 9 94 13 0.06

5 13 1 3 -0.14
72 170 18 3 8 -0.31.

1 2 9 240 69 48 U-03
5 5 1 5 8 21 40 0.04
7 3 93 47 14 u.uu
4 12 0 3 -0.15

43 74 18 16 -0.13



Table A-3 Job flows

indicaur
VI 6 5 1 9 6 4 2 8 6 195 0.37
nj 2 2 3 5 2 8 7 153 0.27
k’l, 3 8 6 5 2 4 177 9 5 0.35
FT,, 3 6 1 1 -0.17
t;Jx, 3 2 3 9 2 4 5 -0.20
VI E M 7 7 6 0 0.01

V8 6 5 7 9 7 4 284 1 9 7 0.28
t/i3, 2 5 7 1 6 x5 0.53
VU/ 6 3 2 9 5 3 2 7 7 186 0.25
J/o, 3 5 3 600 112 152 0.23
f/O,, 1 5 9 2 1 8 108 2 8 0.34
yo,, 121 2 4 5 2 5 4 3 0.07

Appendix V

Row and Ihration Characteristics of the htch  Labour Market, 19704995

Figure A-l Job  creation and job destruction rates

(percentage  of t&d empbyment)

70 72 74 76 7% 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94

- Jub  creation rate
---1---  Job destruction rate
----I Net job growth
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Figure  A-2 Rates of labsur  turnover and job turnover

Figure A-3 Empfoymient  inflow, out&w and net employment change

- ER?phoyment  inffuw rate
-_----- Empboyment  outfbw  rate

t ----- Net erRp4oyrResdt  grum



l - Unemployment to empbyment
------- Unempt.  insurance  to empf.
----- VVeffare  to empfoyment



Figure A-6 Emplopent  duration

7.5
;

7.8 s

6.5

6.0

5.5

5.0

4.5

4.0

Figure A-7 Unemployment  and vacancy duration

(weeks)

- Unemployment duration
------- Vacancy chation
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